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www.calabria.org.uk Calabria-Road Map Catanzaro Cosenza Crotone Reggio Calabria Vibontia Policy Cookie Policy Privacy Policy in the boot that is the Italian peninsula, Kalabria has a particularly lightened form of confusion only to the north and Basilicata and then being conformed by the sea. Thanks
to the map of infant calade, physics and politics, which you can print here for free, you can make available to children attending primary school, and are therefore struwn with the study of geography, a very valid study tool. The maps in Calabria, precisely in silent, physical and political versions, can be
printed in the highly pdf files or consulted directly online, so let's discover this rich region and suggest Italians. Silent map of the Kalabria Printable version silent to discover the lifestyle and territorial limits of Kalabriya? The silent map, which you can print for free via PDF files with a simple click or, as
previously mentioned, consulted comfortably online, shows development in the territory whilst highlighting accepting the delimitation of the various provinces. The physical geographic map of the Kalabria Printable version of the physical map that was lain by the Ionian Sea and the Tyrhenian Sea, Calabria
has a predominantly hilly surface accompanied by vast mountain areas. As well shown in the physical map, coastal dogs followed by the Aspromonte National Park, This National Park and Polino National Park. Rivers, on the other hand, have short courses and there are plenty of ink, even in artificial
backgrounds. Political map of the Calabria Printable Version of the Political Map of Five Provinces, Catanzaro (Capital), Cosenza, Reggio Calabria, Crotone and Vibo Valencia, here is the political geographic map of Calabria, ready to print for free and easily consulted thanks to the definition of the territory
of different colors. Disambiguation – If you are looking for other meanings, see Kalabriya (disambiguation). This article or section on calade not to mention the necessary sources or those present are insufficient. Comment: Several sections no note, totally absent bibliography You can improve this entry by
adding quotation from trusted sources according to the guidelines on the use of sources. Follow the suggestions in the reference project. The ordinary CalabriaRegion (EN) Calabria Region (EL) Περιφέρεια Καλαβρίας (SQ) Rajon Kalabrì (detail) (detail) Kalabria as seen in the satellite; To the lower left is
visible north-east end of Sisily, just above the Aeyolian islands. LocalizationState Italy AdministrationCapoluogo Catanzaro PresidentAntonino Spirlì (F.F. Vice President) (League) from 15-10-2020 Date of establishment1948 (operational since 1970) Territory Capital38° 53′30.48N 16°35′58.2E/38.8918°N
16.5995° E38.8918; (Calabria) Coordinates: 38°53′30.48 N 16°35′58.2E/38.8918°N 16.5995° E38.8918; 16. 5995 (Calabria) Altitude: 2 267 mmin: 0 m above sea .m. Zon15 221.90 kim² Inhabitants1 915 516[1] (30-6-2020) Density125.84 Persons / km² Province4 +1 Met City Hall Municipaties404
Neighborhood Region Other Information CastTime + 1 ISO 3166-2IT-78 ISTAT code18 Name In Joubrez Patron Saint Franci of Paola and San Bruno dilonia (Compatrono) GDP (nominal) € to 33,965 mln [2] GDP per capita (nominal) € 17,200 [2](2017) (PPA) 17,17,200 400 €[2](2017) Parliamentary
representation deputies 10 Part ofMezzogiorno Map of Calabria and its institutional provinces data on Wikidata · Calabria La Politica manual at Calabria Statuto Amministrazione President Della Region Antonino Spirlì (Vice-President f.f.) Regional Council President: Luca Morrone (F.F. Vice-President)
Metropolitan City Reggio Calabria Evidence Catanzaro Viboro Valentia Cosenza Elections Crotone in Italy category: Politics, Law and State portal CalabriaProject Calabria Calabria (AFI: /case-labrja/[3]; The Calabria of Kalabria, Kalavrìa in Grecanico, Kalabrì of arbërisht[4], Calabria in Occitan) is an
Italian region with ordinary status in southern Italy and 1915 516 inhabitants [1] and Catanza's capital. Basilikata and on the southwestern side of the Sea, it borders it from the south, it bathed the Ionian Sea coast and to the west side of the Tyrhenian Sea. [5] The names of the original Calabria designated
Salento (the Sallentini and Calabriea) elements in the Augustana region III and Calabria (Modern Puglia) while calabria today is said by the Roman Brutium and together with present basilica that constitute the Diet Reio III Lucania and Bruttii. Physical geography the same topic in detail: the carabrial
geography. The region is the tip of the boot. It is immersed in the west side of the Tyrhenian Sea, east of the Ionian Sea, in the northeast of the Gulf of Taranto and in the southwestern separated from the southeast side of the Messina Sea. Having minimal distances between Capo Peloro in Sicily and
Punta Pezzo in Calabria is only 3.2km, due to the geologic link present in depths between the Aspromonte massive earthquake and the Peloritanian mountains. The same subject's orography in detail: Calabro Apennines. The Kalabriya area by calabria altimetric area has a predominant hilly area, which
covers 49.2% of its territory, There are large mountainous areas covering 41.8% of its territory, while the remaining 9 is flat: In the southern slope of the southern border of the Pollino Masif on the border with Basilicata, and the highest shafts in Calabria, Mount Serra Dolcedorme (2,267 m) and Mount
Pollino (2.248 m); In the north-west, in the southern plain canpotents, the so-called Orsomarso Mountains was spent where the shovels above are the Cozzo del Pellegrino (1.987 m). South of steps at the He Staircase The Coast Range, which stretches between the Tyrrhenian coast and values the deep
valleys of the Crati Rivers and Savuto, which has the highest Mount Cocuzzo (1.541 m); In the center of the north of Sila, a vast plateau with deep forests of needle and telefaves, which have higher rise Botte Donato (1,928 m). In the southwestern Sila, welded across the Corace value, at the massive
Reventino (1.417 m), which neglected the Tyrhenian coast of Capo Suvero and the key to Sant'Eufemia; Between the isthmus of Catanzaro and the Limina Pass are the Dolly Greenhouses, among which the Viboese stand out and Mont Pecoraro (1.423 m), which is the highest peak. The greenhouses go
south with a double mountain alignment until they join directly with the aspromonte acrocoro, which has the world's largest montal puck (1.956 m); Between the plains of Lamezia Theme and Gioia Tauro, northwestern Vibo Valentia, stands the Monte Poro group (710 m). The largest plain is Sibari, located
in the northeast of the region. CALABRIA Rescue Higher Height (m) Pollino Massif Serra Dolcedorme 2,267 Monti Disomarso Cozzo del Pellegrino 1 987 Aspromonte Montalto 1,956 This Monte Botte Donato 1,928 coat chain Monte Cocuzzo 1,541 Calabri greenhous Monte Pecoraro 1.423 Hydrography
Rivers in Calabria generally don't have a significant development due to the Narrow and Form-based compound , the Caladebrie Peninsula and due to the layout of the mountain relief therefore torrential in nature. The exceptions are the Crati and Neto, the longest rivers, both of which flow into the Ionian
Sea. They also declare the Ionian, but with a much shorter course, the Trionto, tacina and koras; The rivers, like Neto, were made in this way. From this plateau also rehearse the Amato and the Savuto, which along with the Lao descent from the Massif Pollino, are the largest rivers of the Tyrhenian side.
Other streams are even shorter and have the typical features of the film as they have torrential diet, flow down into narrow slopes upward and then pour into the floods of great alveyi cobblestone, dry for most of the year, but that can fill up rubs during thunderstorms or violent rain. In addition, there are
many artificial rains, especially on the Sila plateau, the main ones are ampollino, arvo, siste, angitola and passanter. Geology subject to the same detail: the geology of Calabria. When it comes to the geology at Calabria it generally refers to the Carpenter's Ach, also called Arco Calabro-Peloritano. It is a
semi-circular realm that starts in South Basilicata and includes the northeast sector of Sisily, and the Peloritani Mountains. The base of Calabria consists mainly of crystalline and metamorphic stones of the Paleozoic age, which is covered by the subsequent primarily Neogenic. The stones of the substrate
consist of several tectonic units (aquifers) superimposed on each other and on the units of the Southern Apennines and the Maghreboids cylinder. [6] The neogenic evolution of the Mediterranean is typical of the Arco-Fossa subduction system, characterised by a shift in the Calabro Arch in south-east and
the opening of the Tyrhenian strips. The so-called avampaes of this system consists of the Apula platform and the Ibleo or Ragusana platform. The Tyrhenian represents the back-arc base of this subduction system, where parts and African aeroughness under the Components of European Affinity
(Calabrian Arch). For the scientific literature before 1973 he referred to Ogniben (1973). Historical literature is represented by the publications of: Ippolito (1959), Cortese (1895), Limanowski (1913), Kitzow (1935), Care et al. (1960), Caire (1961), Grandjacquet et al. (1961); Ogniben (1969, 1973), Caire
(1970, 1975, 1978), Burton (1971), Amodio-Morelli et al. (1976), Dubois (1976), Grandjacquet and Mascle (1978). Tortorici's work followed, 1981; Rossi and Sartori, 1981; Ghisetti e Vezzani, 1981; Moussat, 1983; Patacca et al., 1990; Knot and Turco, 1991; Munich and Tortorici, 2000; Van Dijk, 1992;
Van Dijk et al., 2000. Calabria is a region with a high seismic hazard. [7] Geotettonic map of the Central Mediterranean and the Calabro Arch. The blue track indicates the location of the address in the geotettonic section below. Since Van Dijk (1992)[6] The dolly climate is generally Mediterranean. The
Ionic Coast is heated with arrivals than the Tyrrhenian coast, which has a worst climate. Temperatures typically along the coast never drop below 10 degrees and never climb above 40°C, keen at 42-44°C in the summer months. Along the barely owned and in the flood zone, from Pollino, Sila to
Aspromonte, the climate is barely hills (cold continents) and cold and winter, summer is hot and there's no shortage of thunderstorms. Noteworthy is the exciting daily thermal uprising, in winter, at the Crati value, where abundant snow can occur even at lowland altitudes. Weather stations officially
recognized by the World Meteorological Organization present in regional territories are: Bonifati Cappezzati Capo Spartiveto Catanzaro Cosenza Crotone-Isola di Capo Streetzuto Lamezia Monte Punta Alice Reglice Calabria Vibontia Valentia Bianchi Flora the different climate conditions in the region also
favor a different vegetation from the area. From sea levels up to 600 meters (Mediterranean floor) the Mediterranean predominate brushed with olive trees, lyches and other typical plants in the Mediterranean climate. From 700 meters up to 1000 meters (planes of the lower apennine mountains), on the
other hand, a transitional vegetation grows: chestnut trees and other oaks have their own From 1000 meters up (floor mount) to dominate the typical species of the mountain climate, which consist of bech, white stirrer and pine larynx. On the Calabrian Greenhouses the Mountain begins, in some places,
even at 800 meters. To mention the pine of loricato (Pinus heldreichii), unwavering symbols of the Pollino National Park: This ancient live only on the Pollino, while outside the Italian territory it is located on the Balkan History Flora story to the same subject in detail: History of Calabria, Made in Reggio and
Administrative History of Kalabria. Origins of the name of the Augustan era of roman Empire were the present region as Bruttium, by the people who remained it. Even earlier, around the 15th century BC.C. Greek indicate the origins of the name of Ouitoulía from the word Italoui (plural of Italós), a theme
by which the Archive sets occurred in the countries of the present-day Calabria anbiguously designated both Vituli, a population living in the south to the south of Catanzaro, containing ethnonimous soil is etymologically related to the word indicating the taurus, a sactory beast of the vituli and defined by
them, which the ox themselves are: the Greek italou in fact is of italic derivation, especially from the Osco-Umbra uitlu, fall precisely (see the Latin uitellus, shape and suffix diminished suffix meaning). Ouitoulía thus became the means of vituli or the burned land. In support of this hypothesis, in the
southern part of the calade peninsula, where the largest Italian civilization is developed, before the advent of rome, has place names of Magnogreca origins (some translated into Latin by Normans) probably bearing the oldest etcology parts of the land of meatme (beast): Bova, Bovalino, Taurianova, Gioia
Tauro, etc. Calabria names the original designated Peninsula La Salento, which was included in the Augustan III region of Apulia and Calabria, while Kalabriya presented together with the present-day Basilicata formed the Regime regio III Lucania and Bruttii. But when the two peninsula southern Italy
were unified by the Byzantine, the name of Kalabriya was also identified as the region of Brutius; later, with the loss of Byzantine possession of Salento in favor of the Lombards, they used the name to appoint only the current Kalabriya peninsula, which still keeps its name. During the Middle Ages and the
modern age calabria theme was transformed into callabrie, and divided the territory of two Neapolitan provinces of Calabria Ulteriore and Calabria Corrie. The Kalabriya name from Calabrī, to be compared to Γαλάβριοι (Galábrioi) of the Balkan Peninsula (from which perhaps the ethnic Calabrī derive too).
[8] The origin appears to be a pre-Roman root * shell-/cala-[9] or *calabra-/galabra-, which also appears in kalaverna and calumosa, as well as in Kalabria, name, name of the mountain shrine (Lagopus muta),[10] that would mean rock, limestone or illegal concretion. In support of this Latham thesis (1859)
[11] bringing tribes in Galabri or Calabri back to the eastern regions of present Kosovo, rich in gold mining deposits and silver, and states that Iapigi and Iapodi continued in Galabri's, and, for all practical reasons, the same population and that word for Galabri's words is the same as Calabri. Latham also
states that in Italy there is Iapigi named Calabri, in the Balkans they have iapods also called Calabriea. Iapigi's name was also referred to as the Messapi and the calade. It is therefore likely that skilled migrant mining techniques have populated areas in southern Italy close to deposits in their interests.
Those greenhouses (Pazzano) and the very rich men of Mount Mula (also here gold and silver) were also cultivated in ancient times. Mula is one of the names where many Calabrieans come from ancient languages in the nearby East. Another hypothesis is that calabria's term comes out instead of the
ancient cala-bryōn ([country] that gives the good / beautiful rise), indicating the fertility of its territory. The sixteenth century poet and historian Fransco Grano da Cropani referred to this in his poem De laudibusque Calabriae [14], in which, in praising the beauty of Calabria, it also mentions the alleged
existence of the ethimological ethimological origin ([...] if it is true that in the Greek theme kalon language means beautiful, and panache indicates the zampillare [...] [15]). Italy's prehistory according to the Maze, The correspondent of the actual calade traces the first of the man in Calabria dates back to the
Paleolitic as evidence by the finding of the caves of Praia a tie with the graffiti of the boss primijenis of del Romito's Grotta in Papasidero, a figure of bovid etched in stone 12,000 years ago. While population metal ages occurred, one of the most important rules dating back to this period is the complex of
Torre Galli near Vibo Valentia, moreover, near Roccella Ionica, at the end of the suspension, the evaluations made that unknown a necropolis dating back to the Iron Age, as well as, in the fifty, in Contrada Ronzo in Calanna not far from the city discovered the necropolis in a protohistoric village dating
back to the 1th-10th century bc.c, found important to preserve in Reggio Calabria at the National Museum of Magna Graecia. Mythology mythical, Ascensus, the grandson of Noah, a Semitic vendor and manufacture of the row, reached three generations after the universal off shore where Reggio was
founded. Later, according to Greek myths, approximately 850 years before the Trojan War, Enotrius and Peucetius (also reported as Paucetius) would occur there, in sea lines and pelasgics, originations of Peloponnes, in Ausonia, already inhabited by the Ausoni. The legendary Enotrio would reign for 71
years and over his death he would succeed at the hands of his son Italo (false man and rescuer according to Dionsius of Halicarnassus) who governs over an Italoi population[16] who occupied the peninsula in the southern Isthmus area of Catanzaro, which today are the provinces of Catanzaro, Vibo
Valentia and Reggio Calabria , from which Ausonia would take the new name in Italy, as reported by Thucydides (which regions were named Italo by Italo, arcade kings) and Virgil (Aeneid, III). However, we know from the Dionysians of Alicarnasus (11:2-4; 12.1) and Diodorus Siculus that the Ausoni
(farmer of Ausonia) have been resolved in the area of Reggio already around the 16th century. Curcy. The era of emphasis of such population (Ausoni-Enori-Italy, in Endo-European origin, Emphasis that besides the Latin-Falisco group), would have remained mainly the coastal area. The Lucanians (Indo-
European Italics, part of the Osco-Umbrian group), lived in the region that took the name of Lucania, northern calabria. The Hinterland in Calabria (later called the Bruttium by the Romans), remained so mainly by the Bruzi (in the bellikose temperament, called Brutti or Bretti, almost related to the
Lucanians) as well as by people of Hiberian origin. The nervous center of this person was Consentia, the present Cosenza, elected by the Bruzi tribes, after achieving in a league, the capital city of the region. It was occupied by the Romans and the rest of Magna Graecia at 265.C BC, but during the
Second Roman War he revolted in rom allied with Annibal, only to return to the firm control of the Roman Republic after the defeat of the Carthian leader. Ancient Greek periods the same subject in detail: Magna Grecia and Bruzi. Capo Colonna Greek wall in the seafront of Reggio Calabria of fundamental
importance is the landing of the Maze on the Callabriye Coast, who have been struggling countries from the Lucanians (forced to take refuge in the hinterland and to the northern part of Calabria), and mix with other native people, give life to a metissic, Greco-Italic culture, beautifully flourished in these
centuries. The Greek founded colony blossoms, so magnificent that they earned the title of Magna Graecia (Greater Greece), so important that they overthod the same mom in some cases. Between 8th and 4th. C centuries BC, many important cities of Magna Graecia blossoms throughout the coast, such
as Rhegion, Kroton, Locri Episphere, Metauros and Sybaris, and many sub-settlements founded by the colonies themselves such as: Kaulon, Hipponion, Medma, Terina and Scolacium. The history of the polez Magnogree saw the cities of Reggio excel politically and economically as mistress of the Canal
of Messina and Southern Calabria, in Locri Epizephy in the central part of the region, and in crotone in the northern part, in a story made up of alternate alliances with between three powers of the region. Later, with pressure from the Italian populations of Bruzi and Lucani (who also conquered most of the
Greek polarization), and the adventure of Rome, Magna Graecia began its decline, also due to an ongoing struggle for dominance among the polarization. Novel shifts the same subject in detail: Regio III Lucania and Bruttii. The main route of Locri Zephirri Gioiosa Jonica Naniglio after conquered by the
Romans, in the C.3rd Century BC, the territories took on behalf of brutium but, apart from some Allied towns, therefore not submitted to the authority of Rome, many in the region could not regain the prosperity of the past. Paul La Magnogree was therefore destined to lose their power in favor of an alliance
(as in the case of Reggio) or a Roman colonization (in the case of Locri Episphery, Crotone and other smaller cities). Colonies under Latin law were duplicated in 194 bc.C. and Vibo Valentia deduced in 192.C. The letter was particularly important first century A.C. and in these centuries, it organized the
army and fleet of Caesar and then Octavian, Appian remembered it as one of the most important cities in Italy. Only strong in the Greek language and culture remains Reggio (among other things the chair of Corrected, governor of Regio II Lucania et Bruttii), which in via Popularia linking its skin and rom;
the remaining cities in Bruttii were the settlements in Cosenza, Vibo Valentia, Locri, Crotone and Sibari. Byzantine's average duchy subject to the same detail: the Duchy of Calabria. The ground or duchy of Kalabria With the collapse of the Roman Western Empir, Kalabriya was devastated by the Gothic
wars, between the Goths and the Byzantines, who received the best of them. Later, due to the Lombard invasion, the Byzantine had lost much of Italy including a northern part of Kalabria, the remaining territories in Brutius agreed with their own country of Salento, which formed the duch in Calabria was
included in the Siscily term. Later Byzantine rules in southern Italy were divided into: the lands of Langobardia, and the capital of Bari, and, once mostly falling to Arab ones, to the ground in Kalabria, and the capital Rejigio. The letter territory inherited Kalabria's name, previously used to appoint the Salento
Peninsula; and the extension of the Byzantine conquest has also organized the thema of Lucania which included a present-day party north of Calabria. During the First Middle Age inhabitants were pushed inland into the region by both persuasion and ship incursion, a real threat to the coastal rules,
continued until the end of the 18th century. In fact, there were many hilly and fortification hills in the hinterland of Calabriea, including in the village being fishermen in a backward position with enough position and accessible can spot enemy ships at times and promptly block road access to population
centers. In the 9th and 10th centuries, Kalabria was a land boundary between the Byzantine and Arab settle in Sisily, which had long been against the peninsula, subject to attacks and skirts, deposited and demoralized, but with vital Byzantine monasteries, real towers in the culture of the time, and home
to many medium holyly (St Nile of Rosano , St. Gregory in Cerchiara, etc.). Under byzantine rule, at the end of the 9th century and in early 10th centuries, Kalabria was one of the first regions in Italy to introduce production silk in Europe. According to André Guillou,[18] milberies for the production of
swasanny before all the correction was introduced in southern Italy by byzantine to the end of the 9th century. Around 1050, terms in Calabria count 24,000 milberies grown for leaves and numbers tend to expand. While the cultivation of mulberry took its first steps in the rest of Italy, either product in
Calabria reached a pak of 50% of all the Italian-European production. As mulberry cultivation has been difficult in northern and continental Europe, traders and traders bought raw materials in Calabria to finish their products and resvanlate them at a better price. Artisan Silk Genesis uses silk calade silk for
velvet production. Norman's courts and siscily kingdoms in the long run, however, the Arab-Byzantine dispute terminates Norman Altavilla's family. The year 1061 states that Calabria is the Normans, split between Robert Guiscard, Duke of Calabria, and Roger, Counting in Calabria. So the government
was organized in place by local magnate Byzantine. The extended realm of Puglie's and at that moment all the importance of Byzantine came to an end. Robert confirmed to Reggio the capital of the Duchy in Apulia and Calabria with places at the vigilant in Calabria, naming himself Duke; In that period
Cosenza became the capital and chair of the Val Val vigilante di Crati and Terra Giordana with residence in Roger II, Duke of Calabria that began the construction of the Castle. Roger is the count of Calabria, a vasal of his brother Robert, based in Miletus. Robert Guiscard had invested Duke in Apulia,
Kalabria and Sisyal on August 23, 1059 by Pope Nicholas II with the formula: by the Grace of God and St. Peter duke of Apulia and Kalabria, and if they still help me, the future of Master of Cement. In 1098, Pope Urban II invested Roger as the apostolic nuncio and Altavilla and the dynasties became
common in kingdoms of Naples or kingdoms of the two silicons who dominate Kalabria until the unity of Italy. From 1130 until 1194 Calabria was part of the Sisily Kingdom below Altavilla Dynasty. The Emperor of the Holy Ghost, Henry VI conquered the kingdom when he began the Swabian Dynasty
(1194–1266), the oldest outlining was Frederick II. In 1147, during the Second Crussade, Roger II attacked Corinthians and Thebes, two prominent centers of silk production, capturing weavers and equipment and unfounded their own silk factory in Calabria. Angevin and Aragonese map period in
Monteleone di Calabria (current Vibo Valentia) born in 1710, at right upper is visible the dress of Pignatellike weapons in Monteleone, under the coat of arms of the city and on the right side of this clothes in the arms of the noble families of Monteleone. Gioiosa Jonica Castello and Teatro With the contest
of the Kingdom of Sisye in 1266 by Charles I of Angino, the Angevin dominance began, and the transfer of the capital of the kingdom from Palermo to Naples. It is from that period the width spread of the feudal system. Due to the riots of the Sisilian Vesperse (1282) the kingdom of Sisily finds itself divided
into two parts: the Sisilian island, in the hands of the Aragonese, and the Continental Party, held by the Angevins. The current beginning of this subdivision is with the peace of Caltabellotta in 1302, when Calabria became part of the Regnum Siciliae Pharum (or Kingdom of Naples). The Dynasty of the
angio, then articulated in the angijo-Durazzo and Angino-Valois, which in disallowed the Kapetian dynasty, lasted until 1442. Meanwhile, in Catanzaro, news has taken on considerable importance. Their advance in the art of either witnessed by the gift of a beautiful black velvet star paraded in gold, which
the city made at the Ladislaus in Durazzo in 1397, in recognition for the exemption from some serious about the dyeing. This parade was so well deserving that the King worked to have the throat seat of Castel Capuano. From the moment art has progressed further, to the point of privileged conservation
and rolls over the part of their sovereignty. They followed dynasty Trastámara Aragon in Naples. In 1442 Alfonso V in Aragon, which conquered the territories of the Angevins, ranking territory Reggio's Catanzaro, since Reggio supported opponent Renato d'Angino, but about twenty years later at 1465
Ferdinand I in Aragon (Ferrante) has reassured the capital's title of Regigioio. The Aragonese period devoted Cosenza as the most important city in the real estate in the field of law (1494-1557). After Naples it became the second city to have a cartography and in 1511 the Cosentina Academy was
founded by Aulo Giano Parrasio and brought to the maximum of his expenses by Bernardo Telesio, greatest of the illustrious cosentini, defined by Francesco Bacone as the first of the new guys. In the 15th century, the katanzaro silk industry supplied almost all of Europe and was sold at large just in
Spanish, Venetian, Genesis, Florentine and Dutch merchants. Catanzaro became the European capital of lace and a large sulrome firm that produced all the lace and lace at the Vatican. The city was famous for its refined inventory of silk, velvet, damask and In 1519, Emperor Charles V formally
recognized the growth of the Catanzaro silk industry, enabling the city to establish a consultation of silk crafts, packed with regulating and controlling the various steps of a production that floristed throughout the sixth century. In the 16th century, Kalabria was characterised by a strong and economic
demographic development, mainly due to the growing demand for silk products and the simultaneous growth of prices, and became one of the most important Mediterranean markets for either. In this period in Calabria confirmed the division of two homeless provinces of Citeriore (or Citra) and Further
Calabria (or Ultra) regulations firstly by a single mayor, Then from 1582 the two provinces were administered by two distinct governors: one in Cosenza to Kalabria Citeriore: The capital of the sixteenth century went into impressive humanist flowers and highlighted an intellectual renaissance , so much so
that it was called the Athens in Kalabria; [26] One of Reggio for 11 years from 1582 to 1592, then to Catanzaro for over 220 years from 1593 to 1816 to Further Calabria. For a while it was also the capital of Monteleone province. The modern United Kingdom of Naples itself suffered several dominance: the
dynastry in The Habsburg, Spain and Austria, Bourbon, and for a while a brother and general in Napoleon, respectively Giuseppe Bonaparte and Joachim Murat, the letter executed in the city of Pizzo. In 1806, the meeting of Joseph Bonaparte, the napoleon brother, Kalabriya and Basilicata, arose
against the Napoleonic regime, supported by the English fleet and troops, giving rise to the so-called Insurcrection Cabrian. This, designed against the French and in support of the Bourbons, lasted two years and is seen among the various captains of pro-Bourbon insurgents both professional military
insurgents and common bandits. The repression of the anti-French motorcycle was mainly entrusted to General Andrea Massena and Jean Maximilien Lamarque, who managed to regain the rebellion, although with very cruel experiences, as that happened for examples of the so-called Massacre in
Lauria, were pleased by Massacre's scientific massena. Last century the kingdom's provinces of two sisilis compartments statistical in Kalabriya of Italy's Garibaldi kingdom wounded in Aspromonte L'Aspromonte, a mountain region in southern Calabria, Reggio province, were the scene of a famous battle
in Risorgimento, in which Giuseppe Garibaldi was injured. It is still possible to admire the hollow tree in which according to the tradition Garibaldi talks must be taken care for, near Gambarie, near Reggio. In this period also in Cosenza had liberal and patriotic movements, better known as the March 15,
1844 that ended with a firefighter in lago to dell Intendenza between Bourbon's founders and 21 patriots then sentenced to death, and of being executed you are. From that riot took his cue from Fratelli Bandiera, the Venetian who came to the rescue of the Carlwinan brothers and was shot in Vallone di
Rovito along with 7 other officers on July 25, 1844. Later, Kosentini participated in many events in the Risorgimento, from the Independence War to the thousand shipments. Garibaldi was in Cosenza on 31 August 1860; Two months later, a plebisite established the annexation of the kingdom of Italy. With
the Kingdom of Italy established in 1861, Calabria was administratively divided into the provinces of Catanzaro, Cosenza and Reggio, noted exactly the existing provinces of the United Kingdom de sisulis. In 1947 Calabria was one of the 19 regions (which came 20 in 1963 as a result of molise's autonomy
of Abruzzo) awarded for in Article 131 of the Constitution of the Italian Republic. In 1970 the Kalabria Region finally settled with Catanzaro as the capital of the region. Panoramic company views municipalities with more than 20 000 Inhabitants 1-Reggio Calabria 2-Catanzaro 3-Corigliano-Rossano 4-
Lamezia 5-Cosenza 6-Crotone 7-Rende-Vibo 9-Castrovillari 10-Acre 11-Montalto Uffugo 12-Gioia Tauro Evolution Population Demographic below [30] intermediate body residents and municipalities of more than 10,000 people. Intermediate Body Pos. Province / Metropolitan City Inhabitants Area (km²) 1
Cosenza 708 702 6,709.75 2 Reggio Calabria 551 212 3,183.20 3 Catanzaro 360 823 2,415.45 4 Crotone 175 061 1.735.68 5 Vibontia 160 889 1.150.64 Municipality the same subject in detail: Municipality of Calabri. Pos. Comune Provincia/Citta metropolitana Abitanti Superficie (km²) 1 Reggio Calabria
Reggio Calabria 178 232 239,04 2 Catanzaro Catanzaro 88 035 112,72 3 Corigliano-Rossano Cosenza 77 007 346,56 4 Lamezia Terme Catanzaro 69 934 162,43 5 Cosenza Cosenza 66 381 37,86 6 Crotone Crotone 62 128 179,83 7 Rende Cosenza 36 376 55,28 8 Vibo Valentia Vibo Valentia 32 657
46,57 9 Castrovillari Cosenza 21 506 130,64 10 Montalto Uffugo Cosenza 20 483 76,67 11 Gioia Tauro Reggio Calabria 19 982 39,87 12 Acri Cosenza 19 904 200,63 13 Palmi Reggio Calabria 18 431 32,12 14 Siderno Reggio Calabria 18 091 31,86 15 Cassano all'Ionio Cosenza 17 651 159,07 16 Isola
di Capo Rizzuto Crotone 17 444 126,65 17 San Giovanni in Fiore Cosenza 16 609 282,53 18 Paola Cosenza 15 419 42,88 19 Taurianova Reggio Calabria 15 229 48,55 20 Rosarno Reggio Calabria 14 965 39,56 21 Ciro Marina Crotone 14 494 41,68 22 Amantea Cosenza 14 034 29,46 23 Villa San
Giovanni Reggio Calabria 13 319 12.17 24 Reggio Reggio Calabria 12 240 25.75 25 Scalea Cosenza 11 318 22.56 26 Melito di Porto Salvo Reggio Calabria 10 890 35.41 27 Reggio Calabria 10 20 11.77 28 Bisignano Cosenza 10 086 86.20 29 Cittanova Reggio Calabria 10 071 61. 98 3 Cutro Crotone
10 039 133.69 Ethnic and foreign minorities are the same subject in detail: Arbëreshë and Minority Linguistic Linguistic in Italy. 19 Foreigners who live in the region are 108,494,[31] about 5.5% of the population, divided by nationality (only data above 2,000 units provided): Post. Resident Jo 1 Womenia 35
295 2 Morocco 14 777 3 Bulgaria 6 747 4 Ukraine 6 449 5 India 4 579 6 Poland 367 7 China 3149 8 Al 2 903 903 Pakistan 2 2 882 10 Philippines 2 770 11 Nigeria 2 431 Language and call the same subject in detail: dictate Kalabriya, Dictated Catanzarese, Kosentino Dialect, Reggino dialect, Arbëreshe
Lang, Greek-Calabrian dialect and Guardiolo. To be proud your Calabresiche welcome me a foreigner through research and unfaticably cooperating investigations into the collection of the materials I dedicated this book close to the pages of the pages of your noble language. (Gerhard Rohlfs, Dialect
Diectionary of Calabria) The Kalabriya population still has a fairly varied identity, which is why the range of dialect speakers in the region reflect those characteristics. Like most Italian diarrhea, southern Kalabriya as northern Calabrian was no official iti. Due to the region's multiple historical roots, there are
areas in Calabria where language and dialects to direct derivation from other languages are still speaking. In the north of the region there is a dilected from the neapoliten language, while in the south of the region there are many similarities to the local regime and the sixth language, but overall the general
speaking throughout the region is often identified as Calabrian. The linguistic ministers recognized and protected by the Italian state in the dolly region are: gadoyolo, greek dilected-Calabrian and Albanians (arbërishtja). In some of these areas, especially the Albanophone area where the language is still
very much alive, the streets in various countries have a bilingual toponym. Guardiolo is an unsupportant variety, talked about the linguistic island of Guardia Piemontese. The Greek language in Calabria was spoken in greek Triangle in the metropolitan city of Reggio Calabria, in the municipalities of
Amendolea (Amygdalia/Amidalia), Bova (Vua), Bova Marina (Fundaca, Jalone Vua), Condofuri, Roccaforte del Greco (Vunì), Roghudi, and in some neighborhoods of the city of Reggio Calabria such as San Giorgio Extra. Albanians in Calabria are a variety of linguistic Albanian speakers in southern
Albania. The Albanian community (arbëreshë) is the most minority all over the region (33 active linguistic municipalities between the provinces of Cosenza, Crotone and Catanzaro). Noteworthy is the modern and contemporary literary production, known and studied in Albania and in the Albanian-speaking
Balkan states. The Religion Charter of the Diocese of Calabria Christianity is the most religion throughout the region. Almost all Christians in Calabria belongs to Roman Catholics and territory to match the region Calabria, divided into 11 diocese and a divided student as follows: the Archdiocese of
Catanzaro-Squillace (585,000), metropoliten, Including its sufferings: The Archdiocese of Crotone-Santa Severina Diocese of Lamezia Terme Archdiocesse de Cosenza-Bisignano (719,000 ), metropolitan, including its suffering: the Diocese of Cassano Tout'Jonio Archdiocese of Rosano-Cariati Dioce
Dessert at the San Marco Ajanano-Scale Archdiocese of Reggio Calabria-Bova (735.000) , metro Oppido Mamertina-Palmi Diocese de Miletus-Nicotera-Tropea Eparchy of Lungro in Italian-Albanian communities belonging to the Catholic Church but the Catholic Church teachers according to Rhythmic
Byzantine (Italian-Albanian Catholic Church). Small, newly introduced Christian minorities include Orthodox (especially among European Eastern migrants) and Translators (Waldensian, Penteskotal). There are also families scapered in Mormons and Jehovah's Witnesses. Other religions practicing,
almost exclusively by the immigrants, are Islam and Hinduism. Health institutions, bodies and associations the same subject detailed: Health Services in Kalabria. The Charter of provincial health companies and district health districts in 2011 Health Services of Calabria organized five provincial health
companies and four hospital companies. Each of the five ASPs are in turn divided into district areas. This territorial organization was created as a result of The Regional Law No. 9 May 11, 2007,[32] that merged 11 Local Health Companies from five provincial health companies. This is the list of ASPs:
Azienda Sanitaria Provinciale Catanzaro (the districts of Catanzaro, Catanzaro Lido, Lamezia Themes, Soverato and Soveria Mannelli); Azienda Sanitaria Provensyale Cosenza (District Paola, Castrovillari, Corigliano Calabro, Rossano, Cosenza, Rende); Provincial Crotone Health Company (Crotone
district, Cirus Marina, Mesoraca); Vibo Valentia Provincial Health Company (Vibo Valentia district, Serra San Bruno, Tropea); Reggio Calabria Provincial Health Company (District Reggio Calabria 1, Reggio Calabria 2, Palmy, Locri). Four hospitals are the following: Azienda Ospedaliera Pugliese-Ciaccio
in Catanzaro; The Dominni Master's Hospital Company in Catanzaro; Cosenza Hospital; Bianchi Company Hospital - Melacrino - Plislli in Reggio Calabria. In addition, in all regional territory there are 30 public hospitals divided as follows: ASP Catanzaro: P.O. Dimezia Theme, P.O. of Soveria Mannelli,
P.O. of Soverato and San Biagio of Chiraval Centrale; ASP Cosenza: P.O. Distrovillari, P.O. Di Lungro, P.O. Di Mormanno, P.O. San Marco Argentina, Nicola Giannettasio Di Rossano, Guido Campagna Dirigliano Calabro, P.O. Diiati, Guido Chidichimo dibisacce, San Francesco diola, P.O. Praia a tie,
P.O. distra Cero, San Francesco diola, P.O. Praia a tie, P.O. Distra Cero, San Francesco diola, P.O. Sustainability, P.O. Diratin, Guido Chidichimo dibisacce, San Francesco diola, P.O. Diratin , Guido Chidichimo dibisacce, San Francesco Paola, P.O. Diratin, Guido Chidichimo dibisacce, San Francesco
diola, P.O. Diratin, Guido Chidichimo San Francesco Diola, P.O. touch touch in St. John's in bloom, blessed angels of Acre; ASP Crotone: Saint John God in Crotone; ASP Vibo Valentia: P.O. says Vibo Valentia, P.O. says Serra San Bruno, P.O. says Soriano Calabro, P.O. says Tropea; ASP Reggio
Calabria: Francesco Pentimalli of Palmi Township Santa Maria delig Ungheresi of Polistena, Giovanni XXII of Gioia Tauro, P.O. of Locri, Tiberio Evoli of Melito Porto Salvo, Maria Pia savoia of Oppido Mamertina, Scillesi d'America of Scilla and Princess of Piedmont in Taurianova. Organize the same crime
in detail: 'Ndrangheta. Ndrangheta's criminal organization controls large parts of the territory and economy and accounts for at least three of Italy's GDP in drug trafficking, extortion and usury. Its annual global return is around 60 billion euros or about twice the regional GDP and in Europe it almost only
manages drug trafficking, thanks also for privileged relations with the South American mafia, especially at the port of Gioia Tauro. [33] [34] The imposition of application of law is serious hindered by a lack of both reference and resources. A region with weak and bribe government, strangle by the iron grip
of the largest and most powerful criminal organization in Western Europe. According to a confidential report by the United States General Consult on the Americas in Naples, if Kalabria was not part of Italy it would be a failed state. The Division of Administrative Politics from January 1, 1948, ancient art.
131 In our current Constitution, Calabria is an ordinary region of the Italian Republic, but only with The Law No. 281 of 1970 its functions applied. Garments in arm province / Metropolitan City number of Municipality Area (km²) Panorama Map Institutional Site Catanzaro 80 360,823 2415.45 <1> <4>
Cosenza 150 708.702 6709.75 Crotone 27 175.061 1735.6 8 Reggio Calabria 97 551.212 3210.37 Vibo Valentia 50 160.889 1150 64 Calabria 404 1,956.687 15221.90 the same subject symbol in details: Symbols of Kalabria. The clothing gonfaled Bandiera Garment in armament of the Calabria Region
(approved and adopted in a final version by regional law 15 June 1992, n. 6) closed in a four oval frame of the symbols representing Calabria: the pine tree (Pinus Nigra street) the capital Doric crossed the reinforced cross. Certificate and gold bronze medal of excellence in the First Class of Public
Goodness of the Department of Civil Protection For participation in the seized event on April 6, 2009 in Abruzzo, due to the extraordinary contribution made with the use of human resources and instrumentals to overcome the emergency. - D.P.M. October 11, 2010, for Article 5, paragraph 5, at D.P.C.M.19
December 2008. The Council and Regional Councils the same detailed subject: Regional Council of Calabria, Regional Council of Calabria and President of Kalabria. Catanzaro - Palazzo degli Italy, chair of the Regional Council of Calabria Reglabria Reglabria - Palazzo Campanella, chair of the regional
council of Calabria since the establishment of regionalism in 1970, Calabria has been administered by governments to build on the predominant agreement between the Christian Democracy and the Italian Socialist Party, with a first phase with a Christian Christian Democrat leadership and a second and
a predominant socialist leader. The first chairman of the regional council was Antonio Guarasci, followed, in last year's legislature, by Aldo Ferrara, who will also return as chairman of this legislature, albeit with a space of roughly a year led by Pasquale Perugini. In the third and fourth legislatures, that is,
from 1980 to 1990, the Psip assumed the first presidency with Bruno Dominijanni, then, and Princip Francesco and, finally, and Rosario Olivo. In the fifth legislature, which ran from 1990 to 1995, in the transition phase, at national levels, between the first and the so-called Second Republic, the returned
government has a christian Democrat leadership with Guido Rhodio and Donato Mogul outlining the transition of the Italian People's Party. In 1995, when the political and electoral situation now is bipolar now, the center-right coalition, indicating Giuseppe Nisticia (1995-1998) and then Giovambattista
Caligiurieri (1998-1999), Representative Forza Italia, won the elections. At the end of the legislature, however, for a ribaltone change the majority of the regional council and the junta pass in the center hand of the left, expressing the presidency of Luigi Meduri, member of the People's Party. In 2000, with
the establishment of the new electoral system provided for the region's direct election and the presentation of the coalition already formed in the election, Paul's center-right led by Giuseppe Chiaravalloti, mayor, indicates by Forza Italia, governing the region for the entire five-year period, privails. In 2005
he was hired by Agazio Loiero, originally a member of the margherita leading coalition center-left. Loiero was the nominee for president beside him through consultations between coalition party members. In 2010 Loiero was defeated by the Mayor of Reggio Giuseppe Scopelliti, of the People of Liberty,
who led a center-right Regional Council until his resignation in 2014, when they won early elections of Mario Oliveo in the center of left. In 2020, regional elections were won by right center candidate Jole Santelli, a member of Forza Italia, who became the region's first president, as well as second a
woman from the southern region of Italy. On October 15, 2020 Jole Santelli suddenly died, so presidential functions are supposed to be by the vice-president, loyalist Antonino Spirlì, until new elections. The regional council chair is Palazzo degli Italy, of Viale Europa of Catanzaro (management area),
while the chair of the regional council is Palazzo Campanella, of via Cardinale Portanova of Reggio Calabria. Os economy in homeless territory and caladebed urban regulations is one of the poorest Italian regions, despite the high rate of underlying economies making the current wealth in the region
inconfirmible. The presence of one of the main criminal organizations, remote markets and lack of chronic infrastructure makes the Calabrian economic fabric considered fragile and too linked to economic upheaving. Various areas of the region base the entire economy on summer tourism especially along
the Ionian coast of Catanzarese, in the Tyrhenian area of Reggio Emilia and in the Tyrhenian area of Cosentina and Reggio Emilia, along the coast of Vibontia province. Discreetly developed, despite its potential, live tourism at This. Agriculture in the main sector, agriculture is mainly developed in the
cultivation of olive trees (the region is the second largest in Italy for the production of oil, after Puglia), vines and citrus fruits. Calabria produces about one quarter of national citrus fruit production; [36] In particular, about 62% of total collection production is concentrated in the region,[37] with almost all
production of bergamot [38] and cedars (98% of the total). [39] The letter is cultivated in the stretch of the Tyrhenian coast of Cosentina, between the municipalities of Tortora, Santa Maria del Cedro and Diamante, which for this reason is known as Riviera de Cryri; Bergamot produced almost exclusively in
the coastal strip of Reggio Province. The comments of Calabria, on the other hand, have now become an Italian fruit and vegetables product with a protected geographic indication. Along the Tyrhenian belt in Calabria, between vibo provinces Valentia, Catanzaro and Cosenza, the famous Tropea Red
Onion cultivates, which in 2008 obtained PGI certification. Kalabria has a centuries-old tradition of the licoris production and is the largest producer in Italy. The luxurious calade was protected by the PDO brand since 2011. The agricultural market is Catanzaro, home to COMALCA, the main agriculture-



food market in Kalabria. There are also a lot of breds, especially in sheep and goats in the inland area. There are many farm beasts among which the podoclic has broken up outside. We find semi-intensive shape, wild and semi-brado in breeds. In branches, cattle freeze all round the year and in summer
the phenomenon of transportation occurs donkeys at mount sila and pollino rich in fresh enclosure. In the period in October demonstrates the mountainous sea enclosure begins. Fishing is also fairly developed. Industries in the high sector, food and fabric industries are still underdeveloped; in the areas of
Crotone, Vibo Valentia and Reggio Calabria, petrochemical, metallic and chemical, pharmaceutiical, wood, camping, confession, thermoelectric and drastic industries have arrived. The service sector has developed highly developed in Catanzaro, while theme lamezi and cosenza shopping center is
important. Calabria is the Italian region with the highest concentration of lawyers, with a regional average of 6.8 lawyers per thousand inhabitants. [44] Tourist a corner of Tropea Tropea features the former village of Scilla L'Isola dino a Praia a bound Pollino National Park the dolly tourist park is the sea,
with a coast of the 780 kilometres negligence of the Tyrhenian, Ionian and the Messina Sea canal. Poor industrial development and the absence of big cities on many of the territory have made it possible to preserve the maritime environment in many cases. Tourism presence in 2007, composed of the
arrival of 1,325,825 Italians and 242,694 foreigners,[45] are also linked to the presence on the territory of many remaining archaeological, as in the cases of Reggio Calabria, Locri, Palmi, Crotone, Sibari and Roccelletta diorgia. Among the cities in the regional cistern, Cosenza holds a historical and artistic
heritage. Mountain tourists develop mainly in their relief with national parks in Sila, Aspromonte and Pollino, where there are ski resorts in Camigliatello, Lorica, Gambarie and Zomaro. Cosenza province according to the XV report on tourism in Calabria is the Caladebrie territory that occupies the seeds
position of regional tourism demand with 38.3% of arrivals and 37% of their attendance recorded in 2017. In the 2019 report on tourism trends promoted by the Calabria region has 8.820.489 visitors, 1.646.671 patents, 42.6% of whom stayed in Cosenza province. 22% of their presence is foreign; The first
country of origin is Germany, followed by France and Russia. A prominent figure, which in 2019, especially from a historical perspective compared this annual with 2014. Compared with five years ago, in fact, there were 400 miles more to arrive. [48]. GDP below is the table showing GDP [49] and GDP
per capita in capital city[50] produced in Calabria from 2000 to 2006 and 2017: 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 ... 2017 2018 Gross Domestic Product (Million Euros) 26,344.4 27,680.0 28,574.729,685.4 31,073.31,616.72,507.7 ... 33.435 33.197 GDP of market price per farmer (Euro) 13.019.9
13.742. 4 14,226.9 14,773.2 15,457.0 15,754.8 16,244.1 ... God. below reported GDP[50], produced in Calabria at actual market prices in 2006, expresses of millions of euros, divided amongst the main macro-economic activities: macro-economic activity GDP output% sector on regional GDP sector on
Italian agriculture, forest, forest, Fish € 1,341.2 4.13% Industry 1.84% in the strict essence € 2,851.8.8.77% 18.30% Construction € 2.0 13.0. 3 6.19% 5.41% Trading, Repair, Hotels and Restaurants, Transport and Communication € 6,301.6 19.39.39% 20.54% Monete and financial intermediary; real estate
and business activities € 6,856.6 21.09% 24.17% Other services activity € 9,408.728.94% 18.97 VAT, net tax on products with tax on imported €3,734.5 11.49% to 10.76 GDP Calabria in market price €32,507.7 Cosenza is the first Calabrian city with regard to the capital income reported in tax authorities.
The figure comes from the ranking tucked up by the Ministry of Finance of Economy on the basis of the tax returns in 2011. At Cosenza average per capita income is 25.173.02 euros, followed by Catanzaro, Vibo Valentia, Reggio Calabria and Crotone. The region has a high rate of tax evasion and
unequal employment, according to data from the Ministry of Economics and Finance, the cities of Catanzaro and Reggio lead the regional ranking with rates approaching 50%. Below is the table with the average relative income of the capital cities: Garments of Arms Provincial Capital/ Metropolitan City
Annual Income Per Capita in Euro [52 Cosenza Province Cosenza 25,173.02 Catanzaro Province in Catanzaro 24,926.56 Vibontia Valentia Valentia 23. 23. 292.38 Reggio Calabria Metropoliten City of Reggio Calabria 23,265.30 Crotone Province in Crotone 22,052.90 Kalabriya Unemployment is the
Italian region with the highest unemployment rate, equals to 21.6% in 2018. [53][54] Below is the table with data from 2006 to 2018. Year 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 Unemployment 2018 (in %) 12.8%11.12.0% 11.3% 11.9% 12.7% 19.4% 22.3% 23.3%22.9% 23.2%
21.6% Infrastructure and Carriers even subject to detail: Transportation in Kalabriia. The Motoway A3 and the main state routes of Calabria and the rays legendary network of Calabria Port of Gioia Tauro Porto di Reggio Port of Villa San Giovanni airport at Lamezia Term Airport in Reggio Calabria Airport
in Crotone Bay the difficulty of reaching it by country, in the last region named the third island of Italy. [55] Kalabriya is connected to the rest of Italy by train, motorways and airports. Roads and Motorways the A2 Motorways of the Mediterranean, is the main road spin in the region, a natural extension of
the A1 motorcycle, connecting Kalabria with the rest of Italy along the Tyrhenian highway from Reggio to the north (Basilicata), passing through Vibo Valentia, Lamezi terms and Cosenza. 19 it is then crossed by two state roads linking the main villages and smaller centers: SS 18 Tirrena Inferiore, which
crossed the Tyrhenian Calabria, Basilicata and Kanania, connecting Reggio Calabria and Naples; The SS 106 Jonica, who crossed Ionian Calabria, Basilicata and Puglia, connects Reggio Calabria and Taranto. The Calabriean territory is connected with transverse routes that easily connect Ionian Belt
and motoware to THE SA-RC with the Tyrhenian Belt: SS 283 of the Luigiane Baths and SS 534 Firmo-Sibari, from Guardia Piemontese to Spezzano Albanese in Sibari, connecting the coherentine coast of the Aegean; SS 107 Silana Crotonese, who connects Paola Crotone via Cosenza; SS 280 of the
Due Mary, which is accompanied by the 18 SS from Lamezia Terme to Catanzaro; SS 182 at the Serre Calabre, connecting the Tyrhenian to the Ionian from Vibo Marina Pass in Vibo Valentia, along the hilly areas of the Greenhouse Avenue in Soverato. The SS 182, is renewed with its new SS 713
Transversal ground in the greenhouses, currently being built; SS 682 Jonio-Tirreno (Gioiosa-Rosarno), which connects the A2 motorcycle from Rosarno to the Marina di Ionica Ionica connects the rejection coasts of the two seas. Ferrovie Ferrovie dello Stato Italian: South Tyrhenian Railway (batipaglia
Reggio Di Calabria); Jonian Railway (Taranto in Kalabria Reggio); Lamezia Theme - Catanzaro; Paola–Cosenza; Sybari–Cosenza. Calabria Railways: Cosenza–Catanzaro (cease surgery between Soveria and Gimigliano); Cosenza-San Giovanni of Fiore (stop exercising); Gioia Tauro-Cinquefrondi (stop
exercising); Gioia Tauro - Sinopoli (stop exercising). Ports port of Gioia Tauro (Class I): commercial infrastructure; Port of Reggio Calabria (Class II): chair of the region's maritime director is a commercial/industrial infrastructure and part dedicated to leisure ships, it is mainly connected to Mesina, the
Haitian islands and Malta. With over 10 million passengers transported each year, it is the first in the region and the second to Italy in the sector; Port of Villa San Giovanni (Group II): It is a structure oriented only in transportation, in fact it connects rail traffic and major road traffic between Calabria and
Sisly; Port Vibo Marina (Class II): tourism, commercial and industrial; Crotone Port (Grade II): with a vendor band and one for fishing and fun; Port Corigliano Calabro (Class II): Deep relay port, commercial-fishing; Port Palmi (Class II): a fishing port and refugee port in Costa Viola, located on the coast of
Tonnara; Port Catanzaro (Class IV): mainly tourists; Port Marina (Grade IV): A fishing stopover, it is intended for local sin and fun; Port Tropea (Class IV): mainly tourists; Port of Cariati: Tourists and fishing boats; Port Roccella Port of Scilla, Port of Isola Capo Rizuto, Port of Cetraro: Tourism functions.
The region's airport has three civilian airports, a military airport, and six air tasks. Lamezia Airport Terms (SUF) is the main airport in Calabria and one of the first in the Mezzogiorno traffic for passenger traffic. Lametino Airport operates connections scheduled for both domestic and international flights and
charter connections organized by tour operators for international connection flights. Thanks to its geographic central positions in the region, and therefore easily accessible, it serves the whole of Calabria and also some municipalities in nearby regions; Reggio Calabria Airport (REG): It is the second scaly
airport in the number of passengers, serving the metropolitan cities of Reggio Calabria and Messina; Crotone Airport (CRV): It is the third largest airport in Calabria in the number of passengers, serving the province of Crotone. Below is the table with the total passenger traffic data of the last three airports
in the last ten years: Passenger Year 2017 2,926,645 2016 3,226,593 2015 2,835,064 2014 2,933,519 2013 2,772,029 2012 2,934,326 2011 2,985,389 201 0 2,568,663 2009 2,208,460 Military Vibontia Military Airports Valentia and Elipad. Aviosurfaces Aviosuperficie Alicalabria - Rombiolo; Aviosuperficie
Cosenza - Bisignano; Aviosuperficie Franca - Cotronei; Aviosuperficie Pasquale Domestico - Castrovillari; Aviosuperficie Scale – Scale; Aviosuperficie Sibari Fly - Cassano Tout'Ionio. Culture Education University: Magna Græcia University of Catanzaro (UNICZ) (1998); University of Reggio Calabria
(UNIRC) (1968); University of Calabria (UNICAL) (1972), in Rende. Universities by state: University for Alien Dental Alighieri (UNISTRADA) (1984). University telematics: University of Niccolor Cusano, office located in various municipalities; Telematics University Guglielmo Marconi, offices in Cosenza and
Reggio Calabria; Pegaso Telematics University, office located in various municipalities; Universities Telematics UniNettuno is located in various municipalities. Artistic Institute of University Level: the Fine Art Academy of Catanzaro (1970); Fine Arts Academy of Fidya at Vibo Valentia; Art Academy of
Reggio Calabria (1968); Fausto Torrefranca Conservatory of Vibo Valentia with detached seat in Catanzaro; Conservatory of Stanislao Music Giacomantonio, cosenza; Conservatory of Music P.I.Tchaikovsky, by Nocera Terinese; Conservatory of Music Francesco Cilea (1927), calabria reggio. Institute of
high artistic training recognizes ancient legendary 508/99: International Academy of Art (2006) of Catanzaro [57]; International Polytechnical Scientists and Ars universities in Vibo Valentia. Institute of Religious Education at university level: Regional Seminary Pontific St Pius X (1912), in Catanzaro;
University Theological in Catanzaro; Higher Institute for Religious Studies San Francesco Di Sales (1963), in Cosenza; Seminar Archbishop's Pius XI (1565) in Reggio Calabria; Higher Institute for Religious Studies Monsignor Vincenzo Zoccali (ISSR) (1975), in Reggio Calabria. Research Agro-Food
Research Centre in Calabria, at Lamezia Themes; Regional Education Research Institute, Catanzaro; Research Institute of Hydrogeological Protection (IRPI) of the National Research Council (CNR), Unit Support Organization, U.O.S. in Cosenza. Institute of Historical Studies – ISS Cosenza was founded
in 1970 under the name of Istituto Storico Cosentino, recorded in the record of the Research Institute of the MIUR, deals and promotes and organizes cultural events. The Diosesan Diosesan Museum museums and the National Museum codes of Magna Graecia Archaeological Museum of Crotone
National Museum of Crize Episphere Numerical Art are the museums of various suggested museums in dolphinous territories, testimonies of various times, Greek, Roman, medieval, Renaissance and contemporary: National Archaeological Museum of Scolacium - Borgia; The National Archaeological
Museum of Sybaritudee - Cassano Tout'Ionio; The Diocesan Museum of Sacre Art - Cassano Tout'Ionio; The Diocesan Museum of Sacre Art - Catanzaro; Museum of Art (MARCA) - Catanzaro; Military Museum Brigata Catanzaro - Catanzaro; The Diocesan and Lifeline Museums - Korigliano-Rossano;
National Gallery - Cosenza; Diocesan Museum - Cosenza; Museum of brettii and enochry - Cosenza; National Archaeological Museum in Capo Colonna - Crotone; National Archaeological Museum - Crotone; Civic Museum - Crotone; Diocesan Museum - Gerace; Metauros Archeaeological Museum -
Gioia Tauro; [62] Lametino Archaeological Museum - Lamezia Theme; Diocesan Museum of Sacramental Art - Army themes; National Museum of Locri Episphery - Locri; Diocesan Museum - Lungro; Historic museum of mining in Salt Rock - Lungro; Santa Barbara Museum Park - Mammola; State
Museums and Diosesan - Miletus; The Diocesan Museum of Sacred Art - Nicotera; Diocesan Museum - Oppido Mamertina; Leonida Repaci - Palmy's Home of Culture; Diocesan Museum Monster. Aurelio Sorntino - Reggio Calabria; National Museum of Magna Graecia - Reggio Calabria; San Paolo
Museum - Reggio Calabria; Archaeological Museum of Medma - Rosarno; Demological Museum of Silent Economics, Labour and Social History - San Giovanni of Fiore; Diocesan Museum - San Marco Argentina; The Diocesan Museum of Sacre Art - Santa Severina; Civic Museum and Art Gallery Mattia
Pretia - Taverna; [63] Diocesan Museum - Tropea; Museum of the Certosa - Serra San Bruno State Archaeological Museum Vito Capialbi - Vibo Valentia. Music in the panorama of symphony and musical major roles played among the calade artistic two names Francesco Cilea (author among others of
Adriana Lecouvreur) and Nicola Manfroce, both born in Palmy. In modern panorama and contemporary there are several Calmboy artists who linked his name to the Italian singer tradition, such as Mino Reitano, Mia Martini and his sister Loredana Berte, Rino Gaetano, Sergio Cammariere, Loving and
Brunori Sass, while in their training rock music at JetLag (author of a sought-after jazz rock of progressive origins) and Il Parto delle Nuvole Pesanti (creators of a definite genre of Calabrian rock) were also internationally mirrored. Kalabriya also does the grandie a long popular tradition linked to the
different faces of its culture, directly linked to the multiple populations that have left a trace on this country, the Grecophones of Galliciano and minstrel Attilio Nucera constitute the oldest bearing on the ancient tradition with the language itself since 1959, the first to spread Maze and Callabria culture in the
Swiss and anglo-Saxon countries. Other traditions have led other traditions to provide the evidence by King Niliu in the 1980s, while today by QuartAumentata, Mattanza, Kalamu, Totarella, Mimmo Cavallaro and TaranProject with the participation of Cosimo Papandrea and singer Marinella Roda. From
the end of the 1970s calade music has also started recorded, a genre often integrated with the typical saturated of the different artists, mostly under the Elca Sound label, which brought folk Calabrian around the world, including Hotello Profazio and Calabruzi. The event La Varia says Palmi, an oral and
intensible heritage of UNESCO humanity. Defined: Born in Kalabria. (of national or international importance) Varia di Palmi - Palmy (last Sunday in August): festivals included in the list of oral and legacy furniture of humanity by UNESCO; [65] Kalabria Fes - Radio Tutta Italiana, festival of the new Italian
music; Magna Graecia Film Festival - Catanzaro (July): the festival of the first works of Italian cinema; Fiera said San Giuseppe - Cosenza in March, for about ten days, some streets of the city near the historic center and river are greeted the San Giuseppe San Giuseppe; this one, which registers
thousands of visitors every year, developers start in the streets at the foot of the historic center up to recently built Viale Parco's Viale (now Viale Giacomo Mancini). In 2006 there was a record number of exhibitors with the presence of about 750 sparks; in 2013, on the other hand, attendance of 726
exhibitors from 27 Italian provinces and 15 nations recorded attendance of 726 exhibitors from 27 Italian provinces and 15 nations along the 6 kilometers of the exhibition route. The Establishment of the Fair has its roots in 1234, a period of Swabian dominance and established by Frederick II in Swabia,
the deeply emperor of love and the city; The Carnival of Castrovillari, officially held in 1959 as Carnevale del Pollino, (numbered among the 10 most beautiful carnivals in Italy)[without sources] is one of the most important events in the region that takes place annually in the carnival period precisely
between and/or mass in the city of Castrovillari, (proclaiming it the carnival capital of the region) which brings many tourists to the city both in the region itself and in the nearby regions. It hosts the international folcklore festival. International summer of folcklores, which take place in August each year in the
city of Castrovillari; Fatti di Music - Festival del Best Live d'Autore (Live Oscar), pregnant and directed by Ruggero Pegna since 1987; Reggio Calabria Filmfest - Reggio Calabria (spring): retrospect on Italian cinema; Festival della Cultura - Reggio Calabria (February 11); Festival Dello Stretto - Reggio
Calabria (August); Festa Madonna dei Poveri - Seminara (from July 31 up to 15 months August): Feast of the miraculous wooden statue in the south that attracts tourists from all parts of Italy and beyond. The festival is accompanied by Giganti Mata and Grifone, Tamburinari, Palio, and also Varia Dimina.
The party is filled by the various initiatives, spectacular fire works and the concert of famous singers; Il Sabato del Villaggio - Lamezia Theme (January/June): meeting between literature and philosophy and personality of Italian and international culture; Receivers. Festival of books on mafia - Lamezia
Theme (Fasting); International Literary City in Palms - Palmy (September/October); Paleariza - Bovesia (August 18): international ethno-cultural-music itinerant festival that takes place annually in the Grecan area of Reggio Calabria province; Roccella Jazz Festival - Roccella Jonica: numerous concerts,
and the presence of great jazz musicians (august); Sagra dello Stocco - Mammola: Culinary event in the ancient village, taking place on August 9th; Festival of wine and ancient flavors of the territory - Lungro: Wine-culinary Events in the historic center, taking place on December 27th of each year;
Historical re-enactment of the hero Albanian Hero Giorgio Castriota Skanderbeg - Lungro: Ethno-cultural event that takes place in the historic center during the carnival period, precisely around the middle of February; Chile Festival - Diamond: located by the Italian Chiliper Academy; Palio diribusa - Stylus:
Historic renaissance re-anactment. It takes place at the weekend having its first Sunday in August; The Live Game Ches of the Cuts celebrates the victory of Giovanni Leonardo Dia Bona, the first seat of the world winner. Kitchen subject to the same detail: Traditional Calabrian agricultural products. The
same topic in detail: the Calabrian cuisine. Monuments and places of interest in the Commonwalker territory are home to many monuments and places of historical, artistic and cultural interests, some of them among Italian national monuments. Religious Architecture and Civil Aragonese Castle at Le
Castella Aragonese Castle in Reggio Castello di Korigliano Calabro Duomo Ten cosenza Florense Abbey in San Giovanni at Fiore Cathedral in Nicola di Mira a Lungro Cattolica di Stilo Certosa di Serra San Bruno Abbazia Florense made San Giovanni in Fiore; High Altars of the Church of San Giovanni
Batista diveria Mannelli; Basilica Metropoliten Interface of Maria Santissima Assunta in Cielo di Reggio Calabria; Byzantine Batestery in Santa Severina; Birthplace of Michele Bianchi in Belmonte Calabro; Kedral's assumption of Gerace; Catanzaro Kentral; Kentral in St. Nicholas of Mira in Lungro; The
Catholic Church of Stylus; Certosa di Serra San Bruno; The Church of San Bernardino da Siena in Amantea; Tipped church in Santissima Annsiziata held in San Fili; Church in San Giorgio a Pizzo; Church of San Michele says Vibo Valentia; The Church of San Rocco tells Girifalco; The Church of San
Bernardino da Siena at the Amantea Church in San Francesco Diola at Cosenza Church of Santa Ruba di San Gregorio d'Ippona; Little church in Piedigrotta dug into the breath of Pizzo; Church College in Assumption in Croatia; Co-kthedral of St Michael's Archangel Child in Cariati; Church of St. Francis
in Assi of Cosenza; The Monumental Complex of Girifalco; The Monumental Complex of San Giovanni in Catanzaro; Cosenza Kedral; Romei Palace in Vibo Valentia; Ruins of the abbey in Santa Maria di Corazzo in Castagna; Ruins of benedictine abbey in Santa Maria a Lamezia theme; Ruins of Basilica
in Santa Maria del Roccella at Roccelletta diorgia; Sanctum of San Francesco da Paola in Paola; Sanctum of Santa Maria delle Armi in Cerchiara di Calabria; Military architecture bastion in Malta in Lamezia Theme; Aragonese Castle of Belvedere Marittimo; Aragonese Castle of Castrovillari; Aragonese
mansion of Le Castella in Isola di Capo Rizuto; Aragonese Castle at Oriolo; Aragonese Castle in Pizzo; Castello della Valle diu Fiumefredo Bruzio Castello aragonese di Reggio Calabria; Norman Castle in Santa Severina; Norman Castle in Squillace; Kastle Norman - Swabian in Cosenza; Castle
federician of Rocca Imperiale; Ruffo Castle of Amendolea in Condofri; Ruffo Castle in Nicotera; Ruffo Castle in Scyila; Castle Castle; Castle at Charles V in Crotone; Castle of Corigliano Calabro in Korigliano-Rossano; Palizzi Castle; The walls of the city of Cariati, the only intact throughout calade; Ruins of
the Norman Mansion of Scale; Ruins at the Norman Mansion in Squillace; Ruins at the Norman Mansion in Stylus; Ruins of the Norman-Swabian mansion at Nicastro in Lamezia Theme; Sanctum Maria Santissima del Carmelo di Palmi; Torre Sant'Antonio at Santa Caterina dello Ionio; Another Fonten of
Mirors in Villa Caristo di Stignano; Palma Fonten in Palmi; Fonten Girifalco; Mausoleum at Francesco Cilea in Palmi; Novel Bridge in Scigliano; [70] Villa Vecchia tells Cosenza City Villa of Cittanova; [71] Communal villa Giuseppe Mazzini tells Palmi. Archaeological sites the same subject of detail:
Archaeological sites of Kalabria, Magna Graecia and the National Museum of Magna Graecia. Magna Kalabria With the between 8th and 5th centuries. C, there was considerable socio-economic development in Kalabria; it was a period in which the greater economic wealth was achieved for the
descendants of the Greek people established on the peninsula, along with the cultural and artistic storage of literature, philosophy and art, often superior to the same engine. The consequence of this fact was the name of Magna Graecia (Megale Hellas), who wanted to bear testimony to give the pride of
having created away from greece a community that reached the social, cultural and economic fields, levels that could be considered greater than the mother himself; This reference is presumed to have been given in the colonies themselves, to show their greatness in relation to old greece. The people of
Greek civilization arrived in Calabria as part of a migratory flow motivated by interest in commercial development and an overpopulation of the mother: so between 743.C. and about 730 BC. C, originally from the city of Calcide was founded, on the karat between Calabria and Siscily, the two cities of
Rhegion (Reggio) and Zancle (Messina), put under the control of the same population sea routes that are most important for trade with Tyrhenian Italy. In the Greek years of Achea line gave birth first to Sybaris (Sibari, 720 bc.C.) and then Kroton (Crotone 710 bc.c.), driven by the need of escaped famines
and overpopulation. Between 710 bc.c. and 690 bc.C., a domestic band from the regions of Greece called Locride, founded Locrize Episphere. Later for new reasons of overpopulation, trade and control of territory, the new villages were founded subcolonias that expand the presence of Greek in the
region, such as: Medma (Rosarno), Metauros (Gioia Tauro), Taurianum (Taureana in Palmi), Hipponion (Vibo Valentia), Laos, Skydros, Terina, Skylletion, Kaulon (near Marina Monasterace). The multiple dominance of Calabria has meant that Calabria is full of places of archaeological interest. This is a
short list of archaeological areas divided by province: The Catanzaro Province: Scolacium, located in Roccelletta Dorgia, borders the Lido district of the municipality of Catanzaro: Archaeological Park Scolacium; Terina is near sant'Eufemia Vetere in the municipality of Lamezia Theme. Cosenza Province:
Breaking the Roman archaeological and pre-Roman times of Piazzetta Antonio Toscano in the historic center of Cosenza; The exclusion of the ancient cities of Thurii and Sibari; The exclusion of Laos, near Santa Maria del Cedro; ancient smash Lungro Sel Minor; Grotta del Romito at Papasidero: the
prehistoric cave and engraving dating back to the Upper Paleolitic; Bland ancient rock town, which remains some crushed with testimony in the place, at the gates of Tortora; Temesa, discoveries in the territories of Serra d'Aiello and Campora San Giovanni, where witnesses from the from their middle
ages. In the municipality of Serra d'Aiello contains the archaeological park of Cozzo Piano Grande, where they found a ship-age house. Open to the public, throughout the year, the Municipal Archaeological Antiquarium. Crotone Province: Croton, today Crotone: The National Archaeological Museum in
Crotone where Era's extraordinary treasure was maintained with an outstanding gold tira, two bronze vase in the form of a Mermaid, the marble steel of Hera; archaeological areas of Capo Colonna: Temple Hera Lacinia, Museum and Archaeological Park; The exclusion of the temple at Apollo Alaios, in
Punta Alice, near Marina Cirno Marina. Metropolitan City of Reggio Calabria: Today's Rhegion Reggio: Griso-LaBoccetta Park archaeological site and the remains of archaeological temples, Greek walls on the falcomata, Greek walls on the Trabocchetto mountain, Greek walls on the mountain of angels,
agora/the forum Piazza Italia, the diverse hellenistic necropolis between Santa Caterina and San Giorgio Extra, remains in the Audion of Reggio via XIV Maggio, hellenistic tomb of via Trippi, staying in an Athenaion under a bar in Falcomata's promotion, the remains of a large Roman thermal plant on
Falcomata project; Locri Episphere, of south-day Locri: Ionic temple in Marasa district, remains of Centocamere, Zeus Temple, Sanctum Pesephone of Mannella District, necropolis of the Lucifer district, necropolis in the Parapezza district, necropolis of Contrada Faraoh, Greek Theater of Pirettina district;
Kaulon, near Marina Monasterace: the base of a Doric temple at the foot of the cocinto promonised near the sea; Excavations in Medma, near Rosarno; The exclusion of Taurianum, near Taureana di Palmi; Excavations of a Roman villa in the Palazzi district of Casignana; Examining a Roman villa Il
Naniglio at Gioiosa Ionica; The exclusion of a Greek theater at Marina Diiosa Ionica; Exams in the Mella District and in the Palazzo District of Oppido Mamertina; ArcheoDeri Archaeological Park in the San Pasquale Valley of Bova Marina. Vibontia Province: Hipponion, Today Vibontia: The Greek city wall
in several places, staying in a doric temple on the telegraph hill, the remains of an Ionic temple on the Cofino's hills, stay in a doric temple at Cordopatry Quarry, the remains of Roman cities across April XXV and a thermal plant in the adjacent city of Sant'Aloe; Behind the B.M.V. Church in Rosary, the
remainder of the Greco-Roman teaac has been identified; Palazzo Inam remains in roman farmland with Greek Necropolis (7th-3rd century BC.C.); authority salads with Viale Kennedy Palazzo Muschella: Greek Necropolis (7th-4th century BC.C.) and The Hellenistic-Roman Fire Furnace; other results
from prehistory would antiquity throughout the city; Other sites in the province: The remains of an extra-sanctum re-identified in the military airport area of the municipality of Vibo Valentia, traces of a Roman villa in Trainiti, near Briatico; Rural sanctum in the district of Passo Murato sul Leek; Many others
Protocol and classical years have been located but they are still to be disadvanized. Torre Galli Drapia: Protohistoric placement remains until the 6th century BC.C. brings an unrepectable part of the iron age and Archeic necrompolis; Tropea: traces of prehistoric and protohistorical regulation; early
Christian places of worship under the coordinatral; Piaza Duomo: Tombs V-VI centuries, phases and walls of a Greek settlement (Phroyrion), protocol material;local. Torre Lunga: Places to worship with Christian happiness theory; Tondo District: Roman Necropolis; Severe Contrada Cuntura in the Iron
Age and the 5th century .C.; Nicotera: Greek, Roman and ancient locals: Colle Diale, San Faustina, Comerconi, Piano de Greci, San Francesco, Pugliesa, Sovereto, Casino Mortelletto. The Natural Zone National Park Mounted the nature of the territory and the poor demographic-industrial development in
many areas of the region has been allowed to preserve most of the natural beauty; in fact, in Calabria there are three important national parks and one regional park: Aspromonte National Park; This National Park; Pollino National Park; Serre Regional Park. In addition to the three national parks and one
regional park, there are several protected natural areas and sites of Community Importance. Sports subject to the same detail: Sports in Calabria. Sport in Calabria is practicing in numerous sectors, both competing and unproofing, as well as with regard to the most common sports and the less spread at
national level. Stadio's main installation oreste Granillo Stadio San Vito-Gigi Marulla Stadio Ezio Scida Stadio Nicola Seravolo PalaCalafiore Stadi below is smooth stadium calade with more than 2,000 seats, in down order of capacity: Post. Stadio Citta Capienza 1 Oreste Granillo Reglegio Calabria
27,543 2 Stadio San Vito - Gigi Marulla Cosenza 24,479 3 Ezio Scida Crotone 16,500 4 Nicola Ce Catanzaro 14,650 5 Pasquale Stanganelli Gioia Tauro 7,000 6 Luigi Razza Vibontia 6,000 7 Gido D'Ipolito Lamezia Theme 5.842 8 Marco Lorenzon Made 5,000 9 City of Locri Locri 4,500 9 Stefano Rizzo
Corigliano-Rossano 4,500 11 Mim RemOrse Castrovillari 4,000 11 Pasquale Castrovillari Acri 4,000 13 City of Corig Corig 13 Filippo Siderno 3,500 13 Filippo Siderno 3,500 15 Sant'Antonio Isola di Capo Rizuto 3,200 16 Giuseppe Lopresti Palmi 2,500 Palaspo below sports lists of sport breaded with
more than 2,000 seats, in descending order of capacity : Post. Palasport Citta Kapienza 1 PalaCalafiore Reggio Calabria 8.450 2 PalaMaiata Vibontia 5.00 0 3 PalaGallo Catanzaro 3.500 4 PalaCorigliano Corigliano-Rossano 3.0 4 PalaGreco Catanzar 3,000 4 Palamilone Crotone 3,000 7 PalaBotteghelle
Reggio Calabria 2,500 7 Palavalentia Vibontia 2,500 Note ^ An Istat Data - resident population as of June 30, 2017, In 2002. ^ a b[1] ^ Luciano Canepari, Kalabria, in Il DiPI - in Italian pronunciation, Zanichelli, 2009, ISBN 978-88-08-10511-0. ^ Among the Albanians in Kalabria is also the non-literal
variants of Kalavrì. ِ Il Poroi Vaticani - Poro.it Kalabria^ a b van Dijk, J.P. (1992); Late in neogene forest-arc basin evolution in the calade Arc (Central Mediterranean). Tekonic sequence extraction with dynamic geohistory. With special references to the geology at Central Calabria. Geologic Ultrajectina,
92, 288 pp.; see references in the bibliographic list of this task, and also: Van Dijk, J.P.P., Bello, M., Brancaleoni, G.P., Cantarella, G., Costa, V., Frixa, A., Golfetto, F., Merlini, S., Riva, M., Toricelli, S., Toscano, C., and Zerilli, A. 2000); A new structural model for the northern sector of the Calabria Arc.
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27 28 28 29 31 → October 15 is the 288th day of the Gregorian calendar (289th in growth year). Win 77 days to go Event 70.C BC - Virgilius 533 was held at Andes Publius Virgil 533 - Byzantine captain Belisarius officially entered Carthage after defeating the vandal which controls the city 1066 - Edgar
Atheling, The descendants of Edward Confessed to Elijah King of England 1478 – the Christian strong in Kruja fell. The Venetian survive and the Albanians were cut from the Ottomans in 1552 – The Kazan Khanate was conquered by Ivan Grozny's troops 1582 – the Gregorian calendar became in force,
replacing Julian's calendar. Days from 5 to 14 October 1582, extremes included, does not exist in the new calendar: they fly to get back to synchronically with astronomical movement 1675 – In the Swedish ward of Torsåker takes the greatest wizard place of hunting in the country and the execution by the
beheading of 71 men (65 women and 6 men) 1764 – while visiting Rome , Edward Gibbon observed a group of freeze glass singers in Jupiter's smashing, a vision that inspired him to begin working on a story that will be published under the title of the History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empir
1815 - Napoleon I of France starting his expatriates on the island of St. Louis. Helena in the Atlantic Ocean 1822 - After the establishment of King Charles Felix in Savoy , Forestry State body 1844 was born - Johann Estraus II debuted as composer and conductor of Dommayer's casino in Hietzing ,
Vienna 1863 – Confederate States of America: the first working submarine, CSS H. Hunley flowed during a test, killing Horace Lawson Hunley (his manufacture) and seven equipment 1872 - Italy: Giuseppe Percruchetti found Kas Alpini in 1878 - Edi Electric Company starting 1879 - Pope Leo XIII
published the letter Wiped Aeterni Patris about the need to teach st. Thomas, on teaching philosophy in light of the 1880 Mexican Doctrine of 1880 killing Victorio, one of Apache's biggest military strategy in Cologne Kthedral 1883 completed – the United States. The Supreme Court declares a
constitutional part of the Civil Rights Act 1875, as individuals and businesses may be discriminated based on race 1890 – Guido Alessandro Bonnet obtained the Canottieri Milano 1909 Society – Albert Einstein become professor at the University of Zurich 1911 – Gothenburg , in Sweden, Dorando Pietri
ran and won his last international race 1917 – World War I: In Vincennes, Outside Paris, Dutch dance Mata Hari executed by an execution plateau for spies for Germany 1924 - Andrew Breton published the Surrealist Manifes and the editions du Sagittaire 1932 - Le India, under the name aVYON Tata
performed its first 1940 flight - The Great Dictator from the theater , a social saturated film about the Nazi regime, the face of Charlie Chaplin in 1944 In Hungary, the Cross-Party Arrow took power 1945 - World War II: The Vichy Prime Minister of France, Pierre Laval, is executed for treason by a fire
squadron in 1946 – Nuremberg Trial: Gestapo founder Hermann Göring, recently imprisoned as a Nazi war criminal, poisoned himself in the air in his 1965 execution - Vietnam War: The National Coordination Committee of the End of the War in Vietnam , which was coordinated by the students against the
war, executed the first public destruction of a postcard for the 1966 call of the description - the Black Panther movement was made, founded by Huey Newton and Bobby Seal 1967 - Fidel Castro announces the death of Ernesto Che Guevara 1969 – Vietnam War: hundreds of thousands of people take
part in national demonstration of moratorium , which takes place throughout the United States in 1987 – Thomas Sankara, president of Burkina Faso, is murdered in a draw, a symbol of his country's renaissance of bold economic and social reforms, which brought prosperity to his people in 1989 - South
African President Frederik de Klerk Lib Walter Sisulu, leader of the anti-abortion movement apatid with the African National Congress , along with four other 1990 political prisoners - leader of the Soviet Union , Mikhail Gorbachev, received the Nobel Peace Prize, for his efforts in earning the Cold War and
opening his nation in 1993 – Nelson Mandela and Frederikik Derk received the Nobel Peace Prize in Stockholm, to free South Africa from the 1997 apotheid of Earth's first supersonic world record set by the ThrustSC British team the Cassini-Huygens spacecraft was launched from Cape Canaveral in
Samurn 1998 - heir to the Hiboux the royal family was born 2001 - NaSA's Galileo spacecraft spent 180 km from Io, one of Jupiter's 2002 moon - F.L.T. company president Tanveer Singher releases the first prototype of mechanical lungs. 2003 China launches shenzhou 5 craft on its first space mission
and men on board İlham Aliyev becomes president of Azerbaijan to succeed Heydər his father Heydər aliyev 2004 - in Austria the tracks of the German mountain Helmut Simon lost, discovered at the Similaun mummy, war for a hike in the Salzburg Alps (will be found body on October 23) 2005 – Iraqis
approve , by referendum , the establishment of the new democratic, parliamentary and regional Iraq: the vote against the majority of Sunni Arabs is not compensated for the vast majority of the 'Yes' Shiite Arab votes and Sunni Kurds in 2007 - A ceremony in Toulouse officially delivered Airbus A380 to
Singapore Airlines; The plane has already designed history as the civilian plane carries the largest number of passengers Born around 1000 rumours about people born October 15; see Nature's page on the 15th pou yon lis deskriptif oswa kategori Fet sou Oktob 15 pou yon endeks alfabetik. Lanmo Gen
apepwe 390 rapo moun ki te mouri 15 Oktob; gade paj lanmo sou Oktob 15 pou yon lis deskriptif oswa kategori a mouri sou Oktob 15 pou yon endeks alfabetik. International Civil Holidays and Anniversaries: UNICEF - World Day of Hand Cleansing[1] Religious Christianity: Saint Teresa of Avila, virgin
and doctor of the Church of Sant'Aurelia in Strasbourg San Barses, Bishop Sant'Eusebia of Vercelli, Virgin Saint Albert of Benevento, martyr Saint Fortuna of The Fatherland, martyr St. Leonardo of Vandoeuvre, hermit St. Lucian of Antioch, martyr (Orthodox Church) St. Magdalene of Nagasaki, martyr St.
Severus of Trier, Bishop Saint Sophia, virgin and martyr Saint Thecla of Kitzingen, Abbess Blessed Elizabeth of Hoven, nun Blessed Ferdinand Sorita, mercedary Blessed Philippa de Chantemilan Blessed Gonsalvo da Lagos Beato Guglielmo de Eril, mercedary Blessed Narcis Basté Basté, Jesuit priest,
martyr Blessed Pedro Verdaguer Saurina, priest and martyr Blessed Sancio da Soria, mercedary Ancient and modern Roman religion : Idi (Feriae Iovi) October Equus Marte Ludi per Giove Liberatore , dezyem jou not ^ Men Netwayaj Mondyal Yon jes ti ki sove anpil lavi, sou repubblica.it. URL jwenn akse
a 3-2-2015. Lot Pwoje Lot Wikimedia Commons Wikimedia Pwoje Komen Gen Imaj oswa lot dosye sou Oktob 15 Ekstre soti nan
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